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Background:
The global and European economy have been operating under increasingly unstable conditions for a considerable period of time. Initially prompted by the global financial and eurozone
crises, they were later joined by the migration crisis, the turmoil of Brexit and the Covid pandemic as well as technological disruptions, calls for a green transformation of economies and
geo-political tensions between China and the USA. More recently, the growing threat of inflation in times of high debt as well as the war in Ukraine and the economic sanctions imposed
on Russia in response to it by Western economies have exacerbated the instabilities. How
does this impact economic development of national economies, firm behaviour, international
business relations and what are appropriate economic policy responses at the national, European and global level in such an unstable environment? These are leading questions to be
discussed on this Polish-German conference with a special, but not exclusive focus on Germany, Poland and the Polish-German relations. Areas of interest are, among others, the following issues:


COVID-19-induced structural changes in the economy



Changes in international value chains and trade policy



Inflation theory and anti-inflation policies



Energy Policy



The impact of economic sanctions and counter-sanctions



Digitalization and EU competition policy



Geo-economic developments and system competition, particular with regard to China
and Russia

Call for papers
To address these issues, we invite scholars from economics, political science, and related disciplines as well as practitioners to discuss current challenges and dilemmas of economic policy
in the prevailing unstable environment in particular from German, Polish and European perspectives. We explicitly encourage contributions of different theoretical and methodological
background as well as of interdisciplinary character.

Conference structure and language:
The conference is open to discuss a broad spectrum of questions on the current economic and
economic policy challenges from Polish and German perspectives. It will consist of a keynote
speech, moderated plenary debates and topical sessions with presentations and discussions.
The main language of the conference is English; a selected part is held in German.
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Publications:
Conference contributors have two options to publish their articles:
1. In English in an edited volume at the SGH Publishing House (20 Points). Articles
should not exceed 20 pages (approx. 40,000 characters including spaces).
2. In double-blind reviewed journals of your choice. Please check also the journals issued by SGH (https://ssluczelnia.sgh.waw.pl/pl/uczelnia/badania/czasopisma/Strony/default.aspx).

Deadlines:
1. Registration of conference participation: October 24, 2022
2. Submission of written papers: January 31, 2023

Organisational Information:
1. Participation at the conference is free (no participation fee).
2. Registrations should be sent to Dr. Waldemar Milewicz (wmilew@sgh.waw.pl)

Program Committee:
Prof. dr hab. Marzenna Anna Weresa, Director of the World Economy Research Institute
Dr hab. Prof. SGH Jürgen Wandel, Head of the Department of German Economy Research
Dr hab. Prof. SGH Andreas Bielig, Department of German Economy Research
Dr hab. Prof. SGH Grażyna Wojtkowska-Łodej, Director of Institute of International Economic
Policy of the SGH Warsaw School of Economics

Scientific Coordination and Conference Organization:
Dr. Katarzyna Kamińska (kkamins@sgh.waw.pl)
Dr. Waldemar Milewicz (wmilew@sgh.waw.pl)
Galina Wandel (gwandel@sgh.waw.pl, +48 22 564 93 86)
Katarzyna Faber (katarzyna.faber@sgh.waw.pl, +48 22 564 9370)
Daniel Lemmen (Daniel.Lemmen@kas.de; + 48 22 84 59 339)
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